Photoerasable and photorewritable spatially-tunable laser based on a dye-doped cholesteric liquid crystal with a photoisomerizable chiral dopant.
This study investigates, for the first time, a photoerasable and photorewritable spatially-tunable laser using a dye-doped cholesteric liquid crystal (DDCLC) with a photoisomerizable chiral dopant (AzoM). UV illumination via a photomask with a transmittance-gradient can create a pitch gradient in the cell such that the lasing wavelength can be spatially tuned over a wide band of 134nm. The pitch gradient is generated by the UV-irradiation-induced gradient of the cis-AzoM concentration and therefore the induced gradient of the cell HTP value, resulting in the spatial tunability of the laser. Furthermore, the laser has advantages of photoerasability and photorewritability. The spatial tunability of the laser can undergo more than 100 cycles of photoerasing and photorewriting processes without decay or damage.